Webb 1991). Although Sepik wetlands are not yet envisaged for conversion schemes, the area is
threatened by the downstream effects from proposed logging of watershed forests and large-scale
mining ventures.
Sustainable use incentives in the Sepik could be complemented (if not synergized) by including the
sympatric C. novaeguineae population. Unfortunately, as long as skin prices of this species remain
depressed, harvests of hatchlings or eggs are currently considered uneconomical in P. N. G. (D. Wilken,
pers. comm.).
This demonstrates how production from successful management programs and the static global
market for crocodile products are important factors influencing the prospect of habitat conservation and
rural development in the middle Sepik. There is probably little that stakeholders in P. N. G. can do to
ameliorate this situation other than appeal for greater efforts by the Crocodile Specialist Group,
conservation and development agencies, and the crocodile industry (in particular finished product
manufacturers and marketers) to more effectively promote the fact that a crocodile product purchased
from a recognized management program indirectly supports crocodiles, habitat and local people.
The experience and determination of SWMI members augurs well for the successful conduct of
additional PRA exercises and follow-on initiatives. Intricate knowledge of local nesting and habitat
change has been acquired in a >20 year association with many crocodile-using communities in the
Middle Sepik. Despite publicizing and promoting crocodile harvest restrictions (including one member
responsible for wildlife law enforcement in his capacity as DEC Wildlife Ranger), SWMI has developed
good rapport and a welcome, help-oriented reputation with key resource users.
Project success may hinge, however, on the ability of SWMI members to refrain from roles of
reiterating conservation messages, especially those related to restrictions, which are often viewed by
local communities as imposed. Instead, there is pressing need to catalyze a process that will elicit,
develop and implement villager ideas (with greater input from women) to conserve and restore habitat.
These innovative schemes will require testing at select locations, and a long-term view for widespread
implementation.
Results of the initial PRAs demonstrate that high potential exists for communities in the Middle
Sepik to self-manage enhanced sustainable use of their crocodile resource and associated habitat. The
development and implementation of initiatives will, in turn and in time, also foster enduring
conservation of local biodiversity assets.
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Report on the Workshop on
Latin American Issues
Gainesville, October 9th, 2002
Alejandro Larriera
yacare@arnet.com.ar
The Workshop on Latin American Issues it was held at the Sheraton Gainesville Hotel during the
16th Working Meeting of the Crocodile Specialist Group with the aim to summarize the activities on
different topics at a regional level.
Caiman yacare
The issue was opened by Alejandro Larriera with a report on the results of the previous Workshop on
the specie (Gainesville 3-5 October 2002), with the most relevant recommendations as follows:
At a regional and international level, the most important agreement was the recommendation to
create an ad hoc commission, with representatives of every range country, the CSG (represented at a
regional level), and TRAFFIC. The commission functions will be:
i. Unification of standards and norms between countries.
ii. To act as a mechanism for solving discrepancies.
iii. To act as a verification mechanism of the implementation of the recommended actions.
iv. Become in a focal point for interchange of information with other interested countries and
the CITES Secretariat.
v. To share information and take action (confidentially) in relation to the information
obtained on illegal trade.
After this, Robert Godshalk did a presentation of his paper on the Bolivian population studies carried
out in 1995/96.
The issue was closed with country reports on the current situation of the species in every range state:
Alfonso Llobet (Bolivia); Nora Neris (Paraguay) and Marcos Coutinho (Brasil).
HIGH PRIORITY SPECIES
The first presentation on this issue it was made it by Andreas Shubert with regard to the population
of Crocodylus acutus in Lago Enrriquillo (Dominican Republic).
Andrés Seijas did a presentation on the situation of Crocodylus intermedius in Venezuela.
Luis Sigler from Mexico, did a presentation on the situation of Crocodylus moreletii in the country.
Finally, Roberto “Toby” Ramos from Cuba, did a presentation on the situation of Crocodylus
rhombifer and its hybridization with C. acutus in the Cienaga the Zapata region.RANCHING ON LATIN AMERICAN SPECIES
The issue starts with presentations from Alejandro Larriera, regarding the ranching program of
Caiman latirostris in Santa Fe Province, Argentina, followed by a presentation on the projected
ranching in Formosa Province, also in Argentina.
Following, Tommy Hines did a presentation on the finally unsuccessful ranching program on
Melanosuchus niger in Ecuador.
Some comments were also made on this topic, by Marcos Coutinho, with respect to the ranching
program of Caiman yacare in Brazil.
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Caiman crocodilus
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
The first presentation on the issue, it was carried out by Alvaro Velasco with respect to the use of
wild population of “babas” (Caiman crocodilus crocodilus) in Venezuela, followed by a report of
Hernando Zambrano on the farming of “babillas” (Caiman crocodilus fuscus) in Colombia.
CROCODILIANS RESEARCH RESOURCES IN LATIN AMERICA
Carlos Piña did a presentation on the work he did previous to this meeting, with Luciano Verdade
and Pablo Siroski, investigating at a regional level, the situation of the research on crocodilians by
country and by species. The work becomes a first step for the construction of a database on the topic for
the region and also useful at a world level.
CONCLUSIONS
All the presentations were followed by a constructive interchange of opinions and ideas, showing
that the Latin American region it is highly improving the contacts in between in a positive way.
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Status of Caiman yacare in Bolivia:
Results of 1995 and 1996 Cites Surveys
Robert E. Godshalk
Crocodile Specialist Group, Department of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-0304, U.S.A.
wetlands@flmnh.ufl.edu

Prof. F. Wayne King
Deputy Chairman , IUCN/SSC Crocodile Specialist Group,
Florida Museum of Natural History, Gainesville, FL 32611-7800, U.S.A.
kaiman@flmnh.ufl.edu
ABSTRACT:

Caiman yacare is a very abundant crocodilian occurring in Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and
Argentina. Population surveys, funded by CITES, were undertaken in the five principal lowland river
drainages of Bolivia in 1995 and 1996. These surveys were conducted to form a basis for establishing a
national program for sustainable use of the resource. During the 2 field seasons, over 23,500 caiman
were observed during nocturnal counts. Due to observed size-class structures and the overall densities of
caiman, we recommended that the Bolivian Government proceed with development of a sustainable
harvest program.
Subsequent surveys have taken place since, usually citing results from our CITES project mentioned
above. Many counts were repeated at numerous sites from our unpublished report. We present our
survey results, condensed and re-analyzed, in an effort to make the information readily available and
more useful to researchers. A national quota of 40,000 hides was established in 2001 which emphasizes
the need for monitoring populations with annual surveys. The pre-harvest data presented here can serve
as an index against which to gage future change.
INTRODUCTION
The first CITES effort aimed at developing a conservation strategy for the crocodilians in South
America was initiated in 1986 when surveys were carried out in several regions of Bolivia, Brazil, and
Paraguay to document the distribution of the crocodilian species (see King and Videz Roca 1989; Scott,
Aquino, and Fitzgerald 1990; Brazaitis, Yamashita, and Rebelo 1990).
The second phase of the caiman project that was initiated in Bolivia in 1995 included programs to
monitor the wild populations of lagarto, Caiman yacare, primarily in the Departments of Santa Cruz and
the Beni; to establish an experimental, rigorously controlled, sustainable harvest of lagarto in full
compliance with CITES regulations on international shipments; and to train university students in longterm studies of the ecology and management of the commercially valuable Caiman yacare.
Funding for the first year of this project was provided by the Secretariat of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). Professor F. Wayne
King, consultant to the CITES Secretariat, was selected to serve as project director, and Robert
Godshalk was selected to act as project coordinator. In Bolivia, Dante Videz Roca, a former official in
the wildlife office of the Santa Cruz Centro de Desarrollo Forestal (CDF) and a participant in the 198687 CITES surveys in Bolivia, was selected to serve as the Bolivian counterpart and assistant project
coordinator.
PROJECT GOALS:
1) In consultation with Bolivian wildlife officials, ranchers, indigenous leaders, and interested citizen
groups, draft and begin a pilot plan for sustainable use of the caiman resource.
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2) Establish annual programs to monitor the wild populations’ status and harvest impacts.
3) Initiate pilot projects for the management and sustainable utilization of the caiman resource at
selected cattle ranches, Indigenous Territories and other sites. This included the establishment of an
experimental harvest at these sites and the implementation of a skin tagging system in compliance
with CITES, and tracking those tagged skins from the hunter and site, through the tanning process
and export to the international market.
4) Initiate long-term studies on the ecology and population dynamics of Caiman yacare at a minimum
of six (6) sites in Bolivia.
5) Begin building the administrative and institutional infrastructure needed to initiate a pilot program in
sustainable utilization of Caiman yacare.
6) Train university students and Bolivian wildlife staff in techniques for the study and monitoring of
crocodilian populations.
7) Lectures to local groups, wildlife officials, and university students and faculty on the benefits of
professional wildlife management for conservation and sustainable use.
8) Provide the Bolivian Dirección Nacional de Conservación de la Biodiversidad (DNCB), Ministerio
de Desarrollo Sostenible y Medio Ambiente, and the CITES Secretariat, with a report on the
progress being made in the Bolivia caiman program.
Details on the realization of the Project Goals can be found in the Final Report (King and Godshalk
1997). The present document details only the results of our caiman surveys undertaken during 1995 and
1996. Field work was scheduled during the dry season, which generally occurs between May and
November depending on the locality, in order to take advantage of the concentration of caimans at that
time. The project started later than planned in 1995. The early arrival of seasonal rains in November
both dispersed the caimans and made overland travel impossible in many areas, which delayed
implementation of the experimental harvest of lagarto, Caiman yacare. Prior to 1996, the Government
of Bolivia also did not promulgate new decrees or laws necessary for an experimental hunt and the
export of skins under CITES control.
Some CITES funds remained after the end of the 1995 field season was completed and were
dedicated for continuing with a 1996 field season. In December of 1995, we met with Lic. Arturo
Moscoso, Director of Environmental Programs of the Netherlands Embassy, and discussed our
objectives and financial needs. The project was awarded US$ 10,000.
The 1996 field season was conducted during the originally scheduled months of May to September.
While the 1995 season may have been conducted too late in the dry season, we also had the added effect
of a severely dry year. The 1996 field season appears to have been scheduled a little too early even
though some months were drier than normal. Certain sites could not be reached for re-surveys due to
flooding in intervening areas, and other sites had to be planned near the end of the field season in order
to gain entrance. The sequence of surveys in 1995 began with Santa Cruz and ended in the Beni. Due
to long water retention in the Pantanal region of eastern Santa Cruz, we were obliged to visit this area at
the end (September) of the 1996 field season. The sequence of survey sites is reported below from east
to west, first Santa Cruz then Beni (see Maps 3 - 5). They are also grouped according to major river
basins marked in the headers.
Since completion of this project, new regulations have been enacted which affect future surveys in
Bolivia. Loosely following the current Venezuelan model, lowland Bolivia was divided into ecoregions.
The available habitat is not uniform across the broad landscape and carrying capacity, population
densities, hunting pressure, and other factors differ according to locality. Division of the area should
make management more efficient. However, the ecoregionalization was conducted from satellite
imagery with little ground truthing or regard to caiman biology. The lowlands were subdivided into too
many units, a total of 30, each requiring surveys for developing an individual harvest quota.
The survey results are presented below. Each survey site is described and a summary table of the
numerical results is presented at the end of the respective geographic region. The tables are also
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referenced to the current ecoregion system. An analysis of individuals per linear distance and per unit
area is also given at the end of the Santa Cruz and Beni Department sections for comparison with other
survey data.

Map 1. Distribution of the yacare caiman, Caiman yacare, in South America. Void in the center of the
range represents the driest areas of the xeric Chaco environment in Bolivia and Paraguay. (From
Godshalk 1994).

Map 2. Ecological regions of lowland Bolivia (from Godshalk 1994)
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Map 3. The hydrology and survey sites in lowland Bolivia. Dotted line represents 500 m altitude
contour. Dashed line represents division of Amazon (west) and Paraguay (east) River drainages.
Circles represent sites visited in the CITES/Bolivia Caiman Project during 1995 and 1996. (Multiple
survey locations occur for each site shown (after Godshalk 1994).
SURVEY RESULTS. The field team in 1995 consisted of F. Wayne King (FWK), Robert Godshalk (RG),
and Dante Videz Roca (DVR). Ingrid Fernandez S. (IFS), Herpetology section of the Museum of
Natural History ‘Noel Kempff Mercado,’ participated in the Santa Cruz surveys. The core field team in
1996 remained the same (FWK, RG, and DVR). Dr. Victor Hugo Inchausty from the DNCB Wildlife
Unit in La Paz traveled with us in the Beni. Thesis student Daysi Molina Rejas conducted fieldwork in
the Beni. Lic. Alfonso Llobet and UMSA undergraduate student Eddy Perez assisted in 1996 in Santa
Cruz.
A few Spanish terms are used throughout this report as they appear prominently on maps and in
other publications and/or because they are used widely in lowland Bolivia. These few terms are not
uniquely Bolivian, but their use varies among the Latin American nations.
atajado (atajao)—man-made water hole
bajío—a shallow depression in the landscape, generally inundated most of the year
bañados—swamp, partially or completely intermittent
caimán—black caiman, Melanosuchus niger
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campos—fenced pastures, usually sections of a ranch
caño—stream, usually intermittent
cañada—small stream, always intermittent
cañuela—various species of emergent vegetation (e.g., Hymenachne, Luziola, Arcocerus)
cocodrilo—dwarf caiman, Paleosuchus palpebrosus or Paleosuchus trigonatus
cunetas—roadside borrow pits
curiche—swamp with little or no flow
estancia—ranch, usually a cattle ranch
isla—forested ‘island’ in savannas, usually on elevated ground
lagarto—yacare caiman, Caiman yacare
lago—lake, subjectively larger than laguna
laguna—lagoon, shallow lake
overo—broad-snouted caiman, Caiman latirostris
palmares—pure stands of palms, often flooded intermittently
pampa—savanna, with or without tree islands
pozo—pool, pond, artificial waterhole
río —river
tarope—floating vegetation, usually Eichhornia or Pistia
terraplen—a roadbed, frequently unpaved, raised artificially above the surrounding country
yomomo—a swampy peat bog, saturated year round and covered with floating, and often rooted,
vegetation.
After meeting with ranchers and landowners, the field team surveyed the caiman populations on a
number of locations scattered through the departments of Santa Cruz and the Beni. An attempt was
made to spread effort over a large geographical area and a range of habitat types within these
departments. While caiman populations exist in Pando and La Paz Departments, we focused our survey
efforts to Beni and Santa Cruz where the necessary infrastructure exists to initiate the program. The
following maps are provided for reference for the ensuing survey descriptions.
SURVEY METHODS . Surveys were conducted following the methods set forth in the ‘Guidelines on
Monitoring Crocodilian Populations’ (Crocodile Specialist Group 1994). Most surveys were conducted
at night using a spotlight to count the caimans’ reflected eyeshine. A few daytime surveys were carried
out in areas that could not be accessed at night. Surveys were sometimes conducted on foot, horseback,
tractor or pickup truck. We used dugouts, canoes, aluminum skiffs, and the project’s 3.5 m Avon
inflatable boat for on water surveys. These boats were powered by pole, paddle, electric trolling motor,
or outboard motor.
Nighttime surveys usually employed the use of a handheld, one million candle power halogen spotlight
('Q-beam') powered by a 12v deep cycle 100 amp/hour battery. Two such batteries were alternated for use
and recharged with a portable Coleman 1000w gasoline generator. When it was not feasible to transport
this equipment, a 20,500 candle power 6 D-cell halogen MagLite was used. All spotters, guides, and other
team members were also fitted with 4 D-cell JustRite adjustable focus headlamps.
Using the most powerful spotlights can have particular problems. On close approach for
identification or capture, the brightly lit surrounding area ‘drowns’ out and overpowers the reflected
eyeshine needed for spotting individuals. At times, the spotlight was shut off so location could be made
with dimmer headlamps. These beams allowed 'Eyes only' counts in inaccessible areas. The light also
penetrated deep into water depending on the turbidity.
First, a total count was taken using eyeshine, or if during the daytime survey, a total head count. A
sample of the caiman surveyed at most sites were grouped according to size classes of half meter
increments. This was done predominately by estimating total length from the skull profile by
experienced researchers. During surveys of most atajados, the sample was taken viewing from a single
point on the bank and surveying as far as the spotter felt he could reasonably judge size class. On
surveys of the larger lakes, caños and rios that required navigation, observation was often performed at
very close quarters. Animals were usually approached as closely as possible to ascertain the true size
class. In the areas of clear water, especially in Santa Cruz, it was often possible to see the whole animal
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during night surveys. Animals often submerged quietly in place as a defense, frequently in less than one
meter of water where our light might penetrate. We also sought identification to determine the species
as C. yacare is sympatric with the genera Melanosuchus and Paleosuchus.
Daytime surveys were undertaken only in a few instances. For logistic reasons, some sites could
only be visited once, during the daylight hours. Artificial cattle tanks were often small enough and free
from floating vegetation to give free view to all surfaced caiman. Tame caiman, habituated to
disturbance by cattle and ranchhands, can frequently be surveyed in daylight with a high degree of
confidence for the counts. Binoculars (Nikon Travelite III, 9x25) were also incorporated in daytime
surveys to verify species and aid in counting. Total tallies were tabulated on handheld, mechanical
counters, and always done first, day or night. Next, the size classes are called out verbally by the spotter
and recorded by an assistant. If we were navigating and an additional spotter was available, (s)he would
keep a separate running total as we surveyed.
To minimize the chance of introducing variation in survey results caused by the use of many
different spotters, unless otherwise noted, all spotlight surveys reported here were conducted by FWK
(F. Wayne King) and RG (Robert Godshalk). Other individuals who accompanied the team got the
chance to learn and practice survey techniques, but their results are not included here.
Fixing the exact start and end points of the surveys is essential for subsequent researchers to repeat
the surveys. For our surveys, a Garmin GPS 38, 40, or 45 was used to accurately determine the latitude
and longitude in degrees, minutes and seconds for all start, end, and other points of interest. The South
American 1969 mapping grid was chosen for latitude and longitude coordinates. Waypoints reported in
the 1995 report were obtained using the WGS 84 grid. They have been converted here. Single
waypoints given for navigated lakes refer to the launch site. Dual waypoints for lakes usually refer to a
waypoint on the opposite shore. Single waypoints are also given for atajados, usually at the spot from
which surveys were taken.
The Garmin mapping capabilities were explored in 1995 and used more extensively in 1996. In this
mode, we were able to follow the bank of a lake and accurately map the shape of the shoreline. Specific
waypoints entered, such as launch site, capture site, etc., also figure on the map and a calculation
function gives the headings and distances between these waypoints. Because the mapping usually
occurred 2-10m from the shore, sometimes more, total surface area may not be accurate. On some
lakes, the floating or rooted vegetation prevented us from reaching the shore. In these cases, the maps
accurately reflect the open water space as we travelled at the vegetation edge. Water bodies of lowland
Bolivia are subject to the huge fluctuations of the wet and dry seasons. This will cause large changes in
depth, size, shape, surface area, vegetation, wildlife and many other factors.
When possible, the GPS was used in combination with a KVH Datascope to make accurate
measurements of the water bodies. These measurements are important because accurate maps of most
lowland areas of Bolivia do not exist. Few maps are elaborated for regions north of the 14° S latitude.
Maps (1:50,000) were available for only 3 of the ranches visited and they were based on 1975 aerial
photography. This lack of adequate maps emphasizes the importance of recording localities with a GPS
and thorough documentation.
We have used the local nomenclature for the names of geographic locations. In Bolivia, place names
for caños and other features are often very localized and known only to nearby residents, thus the
importance of the GPS precision. Other sites were also located using a combination of Bolivian
hydrographic and political maps from the Instituto Geográphico Militar. Rivers traditionally change
names downstream of major affluents so accounts can be confusing. River names may change seven
times along the course.
Bolivia experienced an extreme drought in 1995. The dry season was dry and so was much of the
wet season. This caused a variety of problems for the survey team. The water in many of the wetlands
and waterways became too shallow to traverse by boat. Later, as the first rains came, caimans quickly
migrated into the available habitat and densities reduced.
Some owners claimed certain water bodies on their property had dried up for the first time in
memory. A number of rivers were reduced to series of disconnected pools and various lakes and
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lagoons were at the lowest levels ‘ever seen’. The affluent streams were often disconnected due to
reduced water volume. Even some sizable rivers were rendered unnavigable as low water exposed
massive logjams. As a result, certain nighttime spotlight survey protocols such as recording location,
size and species of every individual was not always possible. In many of the lakes, formed by shallow
bajíos, our boat could approach the shore only to within 50 or a 100 m. In certain rivers, old river
courses form large lagoons off the main flow. These connected oxbow lakes often contained excellent
caiman habitat and were well populated but are were too shallow to penetrate by boat. We also found
that the floating cover of aquatic vegetation was reaching its seasonal apex. When these conditions
were encountered, our survey counts undoubtedly were low, though it is impossible to determine how
much of the caiman population was not counted.
In addition, throughout the two departments where we conducted surveys, ranch hands claimed that
as a result of the drought the caiman were estivating in the mud and more had been present at the
beginning of the dry season. We did observe some mud-bound caiman and this effect, though very hard
to quantify, may be very important to our survey counts. While this was certainly a factor in the 1995
surveys, estivation was only mentioned to us by rural people a few times in the Beni during 1996.
A related dry season problem involved large scale burning. Many mechanized farmers in Santa Cruz
were burning refuse piles on large plots of newly cleared land. Slash and burn agriculturists in both
departments burned in preparation for spring planting and ranchers were setting fire to large areas of
pampas. This has occurred for centuries, but the extreme dry conditions of 1995 caused many fires to
go wild. Due to restricted visibility from the smoke, light aircraft were grounded for a month. The
Trinidad airport, in the Beni capital, was closed to both light and commercial aircraft on numerous
occasions. Even the international airport at Santa Cruz, with superior navigation equipment,
experienced smoke closures.
The severity of this problem should not be underestimated. In the town of Ascención de Guarayos,
vehicles were obliged to use headlights during midday driving, and at least one person died of smoke
inhalation. Many people fled the town for a couple of weeks in September and there were reports of
asphyxiated wildlife from the surrounding area. Five wooden bridges on a main road through the Rios
Blanco y Negro Reserve were burned.
Light reflection from the dense smoke reduced visibility to less than 30 m and frustrated survey
efforts on a number of occasions. On many evenings we could see massive fires burning on the horizon.
The smoke reduced the distance we could detect caiman eyeshine and undoubtedly lowered the number
of animals sighted at some locations. Upon starting a night survey on a convoluted waterway, the dense
smoke and surface waves from strong winds so disoriented us that we returned to our starting point
before realizing our error.
Fortunately, the burning season in 1996 was not so severe. Although most pampas were burned,
landowners were able to keep the areas small and more manageable. Ash fell in the city of Trinidad,
Beni, on many days of July and August and the smoke layer was often visible. Grounding of air traffic
was sporadic and occurred on a much more local level compared to 1995. The pampa surrounding the
Santa Cruz International airport did burn out of control, causing that airport to be shut down for a day.
DEPARTAMENTO SANTA CRUZ
The 1995 fieldwork began in the department of Santa Cruz and the 1996 field season ended there.
Much of Bolivia’s largest department (370,621 km2) is unsuitable or marginal habitat for caiman. Santa
Cruz is currently experiencing very high immigration which will continue to change the landscape.
Land ownership tends to be in small parcels, compared to Beni, and the present trend omly increases
land pressure. Large private lands tend to be for industrial agriculture, representing high habitat
modification and degradation for wildlife.
The growing population has passed 1.2 million, over four times that of the Beni. Most of the
population and growth is centered in the Santa Cruz urban sprawl. The northern and eastern areas
contain the most promising caiman habitats, mainly in the provinces of Ñuflo de Chavez, Velasco,
Angel Sandoval and Germán Busch (see Map 4). In 1995, we began our surveys on a ranch that
protects its caiman and is situated in very suitable habitat.
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The emergence of industrial farming, principally for cotton, soybeans, and wheat have led to large
scale deforestation and environmental degradation of the central area of the department. The southern
zones contain the xeric ecosystems of the Chaco and, while lagarto are present in small numbers in
permanent water bodies, they are not considered numerous enough to be included in a sustainable
program.

Map 4. Provinces of the Department of Santa Cruz. Named are the provinces with suitable caiman
habitat and a high potential for inclusion in a future sustainable use program.
Departamento Santa Cruz, Provincia Angel Sandoval - Río Paraguay
EcoRegion No. 22
This Province lies within the Río Paraguay river basin and is part of the Bolivian Pantanal. The
rainy season periodically floods the Río Paraguay, which inundates the majority of the ranch properties
and surrounding lands. Because of the slight elevation of the ranches we visited (pampa de altura),
most of the pastures drain completely as the waters recede during the dry season with few remaining
natural water bodies. Ranchers have found that the artificial water holes they have created for their
cattle have frequently become focal points for local wildlife, especially caiman. The caiman have open
access during the flood months and then concentrate in these water holes during the dry season.
Estancia San Luis—The caiman of Estancia San Luis were surveyed by DVR in the late 1980’s
(Videz Roca 1987), and our 1995 visit provided a confirmation of that earlier survey. This large cattle
ranch is situated in eastern Santa Cruz (see Maps 3 and 4) on the western edge of the Pantanal, extensive
wetlands that lie mostly in Brazil. Estancia San Luis contains 68,000 ha, mostly composed of open
pampa de altura, and islands of low forest, along with some palmares. To provide permanent water
sources for the cattle, the owner began constructing small, rectangular ponds (pozos or atajados). The
dirt scraped from the bottom of the pond is used to elevate the banks. The banks usually form an oval
shape with a low aperture to allow refilling. The aperture is oriented away from the direction of the
oncoming flood waters to help avoid sedimentation. About 3-5 ponds are constructed a year, and today
over 40 tanks are dispersed among the fenced pastures (campos). A total of 21 tanks were surveyed on
Estancia San Luis in 1995, 12 were surveyed in 1996.
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The tanks (pozos or atajados) fill periodically with the seasonal floods and serve as water sources
and refuges for fauna as the surrounding countryside desiccates during the dry season. The local
lagartos migrate to these tanks and concentrate there. A natural division of lagarto size occurs, with
certain tanks containing only small caiman, while others only have larger size classes. Some tanks
contained no caiman but it appears that the tanks need to age before they become preferred habitat.
As the tanks age, they slowly fill with sediments and the banks erode and recede. The permanent
water encourages woody growth and the older tanks are surrounded by small islands of low forest and
bushes. Most of the tanks were nearly free of floating and/or emergent vegetation. This made for easy
and accurate daytime head-count surveys for some tanks. The clear banks also allowed easy
measurements of tank dimensions. Other tanks were covered with tarope (Eichornia) impedeing both
daytime and nighttime surveys.
The lagartos appeared to be robust and healthy. They exhibited little fear of humans indicating that
they are not being hunted. Individuals frequently allowed approach to within 8-10 m in daylight before
retreating to the water and various specimens were noosed on dry ground at night. A number of tailless
cadavers were found, a result of outsiders using the tail for fishing bait. He further that local people
rarely eat caiman or their eggs.
13 September 1995 - The Main Camp Tank (atajado), where cattle frequently are watered, was
surveyed on the first night. Less than 100 m from the main ranch buildings, this tank contained
hundreds of large lagarto and none were estimated to be smaller than 0.75 m. A daytime sample was
taken to give relative size class percentages for the group. The high density and frequent movement
by individuals hampered this type of classification. My movement along the bank caused animals to
rush into the water, forcing others to move as well. The banks are devoid of vegetation and the
surrounding area is open pampa prohibiting stealth during the day. Nighttime size estimates required
close observation for accuracy and this too quickly led to confusion. A sample of 87 lagarto included
the following: 11 (0.5 - 1 m), 27 (1 - 1.5 m), 31 (1.5- 2), and 18 (>2).
6 September 1996 - We revisited Estancia San Luis in 1996 for a comparative re-survey. An 80
mm rain squall preceded us and left new waterbodies on the countryside, the first rain since last May.
The Main Camp Tank was surveyed on the first night and it continues to have many large lagartos.
Few individuals were under 1 m. A sample along a shore was taken for relative size classes: 76
lagartos included the following sizes: 1 (0.5 - 1 m), 25 (1-1.5 m), 39 (1.5-2), and 11 (>2). A survey
the next night revealed 769 animals.
13 September 1995 - The Campo Torunal, Pozo 1, tank had low banks with no vegetation on them.
This old tank is surrounded by a secondary forest tree island. A small part of the tank had floating
tarope (Eichornia) covering <5% of the surface area. The lagartos were generally smaller than the
Main Camp Tank, but many were 1.5 - 2 m.
13 September 1995 - The Campo Torunal, Pozo 2, tank was close to Pozo 1, and had similar
properties, but with slightly higher banks. Lagarto size classes also appeared similar. The following
day we visited various sites on the ranch (1995) including a huge rookery ('garzero') filled with
storks, herons egrets. The large tank below was 80% covered with a thick Eichornia mat but many
large lagarto were visible. in the open water and sunning on the bank.
6 September 1996 - We attempted to return to Campo Torunal, Pozo 1, but the flooded savanna
prevented us. Pozo 2 was revisited and it contained nearly 45% more caiman than last year. Only
one end had tarope (Eichornia) covering <5% of the total surface area. The lagartos were large with
none of the smallest size classes recorded. A 74 lagarto sample sighted were: 0 (0.5 - 1 m), 25 (1 1.5 m), 34 (1.5- 2), and 15 (>2).
7 September 1996 - In 1996 we re-visited the impressive garzeros mentioned above. The bird
population appeared to be less and the tarope cover was greatly reduced compared to the previous
year so we were able to make a reasonable daytime survey. Tarope cover was about 20%, most at
the near shore. The caiman were large, all over 1 m, and very abundant.
7 September 1996 - This garzero pond (Garzero 2) had little tarope cover (<10%) and caiman were
large and very abundant. Few caiman under one meter were observed. The pond is shaped in a “V’.
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From the vee apex, 247 animals were visible. A short extension off one arm of the vee held 600
additional animals that were not visible from the first vantage point. The caiman are quite tame.
7 September 1996 - Campo 1, Pozo 4 had no tarope cover and caiman were large and very abundant.
Few caiman less than one meter were observed. The pond is shaped in an oval and is located in the
middle of open pampa. A sample of 106 lagartos sighted included the following sizes: 5 (0.5 - 1 m),
34 (1 - 1.5 m), 56 (1.5- 2), and 11 (>2).
7 September 1996 - This tank (Campo 1, Pozo 4A) had no tarope cover and caiman were large and
very abundant. The pond is roughly oval shaped and is located in the middle of open pampa. A
sample of over 126 lagartos sighted included the following sizes: 50+ (<.5m), 4 (0.5 - 1 m), 28 (1 1.5 m), 30 (1.5- 2), and 14 (>2).
7 September 1996 - The Campo 1, Pozo 5 tank had been recently constructed and had no caiman
present.
7 September 1996 - The Campo 1, Pozo 1 tank had nearly 100% tarope cover and proved to be a
natural nursery. Only 2 caiman over 0.5 m were observed. The tank is older, oval shaped and is
bordered on one side by secondary forest. When we approached the tank, we flushed over 40
neonates from their communal hide in dry leaf litter under a bush, about 12 m from the water edge.
No adult was seen in attendance. Seven hatchlings were caught and measured and which ranged in
size from 35 to 48 cm total length.
14 September 1995 - The new Campo 2, Potrero, tank had not been populated by lagarto. Months
must pass before the rather sterile soil and water of a new tank becomes sufficiently vegetated and
stocked with fishes to provide suitable habitat for caiman.
6 September 1996 - The top of the banks of the Campo 3, Pozo 1, tank are clear of vegetation. No
floating vegetation was found. A sample of over 56 lagartos sighted included the following: 0 (<0.5
m), 4 (0.5 - 1 m), 24 (1 - 1.5 m), 19 (1.5- 2), and 10 (>2).
14 September 1995 - The top of the banks of the Campo 3, Pozo 2, tank are vegetated, but clear areas
allow for walking. No floating vegetation was found.
15 September 1995 - The Campo Jumechi, Pozo 3, tank was located in open pampa. It is a new tank
with completely clean banks and devoid of floating vegetation. The lagartos sighted during the
survey included the following size classes: 22 (<0.5 m), 8 (0.5 -1 m).
15 September 1995 - The banks of the Campo 5, Pozo 2, tank were clear of vegetation, allowing easy
access on the perimeter. Small bushes occur on the top of the terraplein providing shade for resting
lagarto during the day. Devoid of floating vegetation.
15 September 1995 - Campo 4, Pozo 1, tank is very similar to the preceding tank but slightly larger:
clean banks, no floating vegetation, in surrounding open pampa.
15 September 1995 - Campo 5, Pozo 1, is a old tank located in open pampa. There is a tree island
nearby. The elevated banks have no bushes and were clear of vegetation. There was no tarope or
other floating or emergent vegetation in the water.
15 September 1995 - Campo 3, Pozo 4, is an older pozo. It is totally surrounded by a forest island
with some large trees. The water was about 30% covered by tarope so a precise count could not be
completed but the lagarto looked both numerous and large.
15 September 1995 -The Campo 3, Pozo 1 tank appeared to contain adequate habitat although no
lagarto were found. There were reports that there always have been lagartos here in quantity.
Emergent cañuela was present along the banks, with about 25% tarope cover, and low forest along
one side. There was no obvious reason why no lagarto were present.
15 September 1995 -Campo 3, Pozo 3, is a small, 4 yr. old tank with very clean banks and no
floating vegetation. The banks were gently sloped and the low level of water allowed us to walk the
crescent-shaped perimeter easily. The lagarto sighted during the survey included the following size
classes: 8 (<0.5 m), 11 (0.5 - 1 m).
15 September 1995 -Campo Jumechi, Pozo 2, is an old tank surrounded by a dense stand of low
forest which limited surveys. The vegetation reached the edge of the tank for most of the perimeter.
We only gained access to 2 small openings at opposite ends of the tank for our counts. No individual
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was seen over 1.5 m and the majority appeared < 1 m. We had to make a reasonable count for half
of the tank, move position and count the other half without missing or re-counting any. The pozo
had about 20% tarope cover at one end.
16 September 1995 - We departed early for visiting tanks in daylight. Some are very difficult to
locate in the open pampa with few reference points, and many are quite distant. The immense
property was impractical to survey only at night. The first tank, Campo Pico Plancha, Pozo 1, was
located within a mature tree island. The old banks are very low and it appears more like a small
bajío. The tarope cover was about 60% and the water depth appeared no more than 0.5 m. About
40% of the lagartos appeared >1.5 m.
16 September 1995 - The Campo Las Gamas, Pozo 1, is free of tarope. The tank has steep banks free
of vegetation, with bushes on top. A tree island is present nearby.
16 September 1995 - Campo Pirañas, Pozo 2, is a new pozo in open pampa. No vegetation was
found on the terraplein or sloping banks. No tarope or emergent vegetation was present either. No
lagarto less than 0.75 m were observed.
16 September 1995 - Campo Tacuaral, Pozo 2, also is a new tank located in open pampa, no growth
on banks or tarope in water. Of the lagarto sighted, 25% were more than 1.5 m. There was a tree
island nearby.
16 September 1995 - Like the previous two pozos, Campo Chacal, Pozo 2, also is a new tank with
clean banks and no tarope. The top of the terraplein does have scattered bushes. A sample of lagarto
sighted revealed a mixture of size classes from 0.75 m to 2 m.
16 September 1995 - The Campo Las Hormigas, Pozo 2, tank is located on the main road through the
property. It appeared to be a natural bajío and was 95% overgrown with tarope. As we arrived, over
100 large basking lagarto entered the water quickly. This tank is fished by people from outside the
ranch. Remains of two lagarto were found indicateing why the caiman here are more shy than at
most other tanks. The high proportion of large lagarto that we observed suggests that hunting for
skins has not occurred here recently.
16 September 1995 - The Campo Calvario, Pozo 2, tank has clean banks with bushes scattered
around the top. We found two large Caiman yacare that had been killed for bait by fisherman. One
had obviously been shot but the other appeared to have been hooked and then hauled to shore and
killed with a machete. A tree island is located adjacent to the tank.
16 September 1995 - Campo Potrero Lecheria, Pozo 1, is an old tank surrounded by dense forest,
which also made surveying difficult. We had to penetrate the undergrowth to get a good view. The
water was about 60-70% covered with tarope. Most individuals appeared to be under 1 m and many
under 0.75 m.
16 September 1996 - The surrounding forest made surveying difficult, and it was hard to get a good
view. The water was about 10-15% covered with tarope, mostly in the less populated shallow end.
Only about 60% of the surface was visible at one time due to the irregular shoreline and obstructing
trees.. The majority of individuals were small, most appeared to be under 1.5 m and many under 1
m. . A sample of 73 lagartos included the following sizes: 0 (<0.5m), 24 (0.5 - 1 m), 32 (1 - 1.5 m),
17 (1.5 - 2), and 0 (>2).
Departamento Santa Cruz, Provincia Angel Sandoval - Río Paraguay
EcoRegion No. 22
Estancia Tel Aviv—We traveled south to a bordering ranch of about 20,000 ha. We were told that the
ranch has 18 atajados and only 2 or 3 do not have caiman. Seven main tanks have good numbers of
caiman. We traveled to the four tanks reported below during the day to verify reported caiman
concentrations. The caiman were tame, numerous, and large.
8 September 1996 - The San Antonio, Pozo 1 tank, and the next two, are located in open pampa.
The banks are not steep and are used for basking. The majority of lagartos were large, most
individuals were over 1 m and a good number were >2. A daylight visit to this pozo during peak
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basking time was impressive. A sample of 93 lagartos sighted included the following sizes: 0
(<0.5m), 5 (0.5 - 1 m), 35 (1 - 1.5 m), 33 (1.5- 2), and 20 (>2).
8 September 1996 - These individuals in San Antonio, Pozo 2 resembled the group found in Pozo 1.
A sample of 100 lagartos sighted included the following sizes: 0 (<0.5m), 4 (0.5 - 1 m), 35 (1 - 1.5
m), 45 (1.5- 2), and 16 (>2).
8 September 1996 - The Cotoca, Pozo 1 is circular, in a pampa area surrounded by low forest. The
majority of individuals were quite large, with none seen under 1 m. A sample of 65 lagartos sighted
included: 0 (0.5-1 m), 23 (1-1.5 m), 28 (1.5-2), and 14 (>2).
8 September 1996 - Cotoca, Pozo 2 is the oldest tank at 20 years, and the only one with secondary
forest at the water edge. This pozo is smaller than the rest and may have become a default area for
younger animals. No very large caiman were seen. The 70 neonates were found along 50 m of
shallow shoreline probably represent two clutches. The majority of individuals were under 1.5 m
and many under 1 m. A sample of 114 lagartos sighted included the following sizes: 70 (<0.5m), 18
(0.5-1 m), 17 (1-1.5 m), and 9 (1.5-2).
We were unable to spend more time at this ranch. We saw numerous, large caiman in very fit
condition. The owner claims that the caiman scare his cattle away from drinking (we have never seen
evidence of this during our experience) and claims calves are in danger. He favors reduction in caiman
numbers.
Estancias San Luis and Tel Aviv were the only properties surveyed in the Pantanal area. The
populations of lagarto that we observed appeared numerous, reproductive and robust. The estancias
incorporate important aspects needed: healthy caiman populations, easily censused areas, discreet
habitat with potential for expansion, and enthusiastic landholders. Other ranches with similar conditions
should be sought for inclusion in the future program. These properties lie within the Río Paraguay river
basin of the Paraná - La Plata system, the rest of the surveyed areas of Santa Cruz and Beni lie within
Amazonía
Medem (1983) incorrectly wrote that Melanosuchus niger, the black caiman, occurred in the Río
Paraguay of Bolivia and Paraguay. In our surveys of Estancias San Luis and TelAviv, and in talks with
ranchers and local people living in the Paraguay drainage of eastern Bolivia, we found no evidence of
Melanosuchus, and after surveying all of Paraguay, Scott, Aquino, and Fitzgerald (1990) confirmed that
the species is not found in Paraguay.
Table 1. Summary of surveys in the Río Paraguay basin, EcoRegion No. 22
Date

Locality

No. Measurement

13-Sep-95

Main Camp Tank

721 86x104 m

S 16°47’25.2”

W 58°46’07.3”

6-Sep-96

Main Camp Tank

614 86x104 m

S 16°47’25.2”

W 58°46’07.3”

13-Sep-95

Campo Torunal, Pozo 1

143

S 16°49’01.8”

W 58°47’12.1”

13-Sep-95

Campo Torunal, Pozo 2

202

S 16°48’31.5”

W 58°46’35.5”

6-Sep-96

Campo Torunal, Pozo 2

289 70x40m

S 16°48’31.5”

W 58°46’35.5”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 2 (Garzero 1)

337

S 16°48’00.1”

W 58°48’04.6”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 3 (Garzero 2)

800+

S 16°48’12.7”

W 58°48’12.4”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 4

429

S 16°48’23.8”

W 58°48’38.3”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 4A

194

S 16°48’14.9“

W 58°48’51.5”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 5

0

S 16°46’56.0”

W 58°48’02.4”

7-Sep-96

Campo 1, Pozo 1

50+

S 16°47’39.0”

W 58°47’49.7”

14-Sep-95

Campo 2, Potrero

0

52x74 m

S 16°48’29.5”

W 58°45’31.8”

6-Sep-96

Campo 3, Pozo 1

212 20x50 m

S 16°47’42.7”

W 58°45’20.0”

14-Sep-95

Campo 3, Pozo 2

467 43x57 m

S 16°49’55.3”

W 58°44’11.3”

15-Sep-95

Campo Jumechi, Pozo 3

30

30x40 m

S 16°47’09.5”

W 58°42’42.9”

15-Sep-95

Campo 5, Pozo 2

254 47x57 m

S 16°45’47.0”

W 58°43’08.7”
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Date

Locality

No. Measurement

15-Sep-95

Campo 4, Pozo 1

372 52x73 m

S 16°49’54.7”

W 58°42’18.2”

15-Sep-95

Campo 5, Pozo 1

68

S 16°46’17.3”

W 58°44’19.3”

15-Sep-95

Campo 3, Pozo 4

198

S 16°48’16.9”

W 58°44’20.8”

15-Sep-95

Campo 3, Pozo 1

0

S 16°47’43.3”

W 58°45’40.1”

15-Sep-95

Campo 3, Pozo 3

19

S 16°50’31.7”

W 58°43’18.6”

15-Sep-95

Campo Jumechi, Pozo 2

503

S 16°47’46.7”

W 58°42’43.3”

16-Sep-95

Campo Pico Plancha, Pozo 1

58

47x64 m

S 16°43’22.7”

W 58°47’02.4”

16-Sep-95

Campo Las Gamas, Pozo 1

284 42x64 m

S 16°40’47.8”

W 58°41’59.6”

16-Sep-95

Campo Pirañas, Pozo 2

192 34x43 m

S 16°40’18.0”

W 58°39’39.8”

16-Sep-95

Campo Tacuaral, Pozo 2

182 43x57 m

S 16°39’33.9”

W 58°39’52.7”

16-Sep-95

Campo Chacal, Pozo 2

273 47x88 m

S 16°37’24.5”

W 58°41’27.7”

16-Sep-95

Campo Las Hormigas, Pozo 2

100+

S 16°36’55.0”

W 58°43’21.2”

16-Sep-95

Campo Calvario, Pozo 2

337 43x64 m

S 16°35’36.5”

W 58°50’59.7”

16-Sep-95

Campo Potrero Lecheria, P. 1

417 47x64 m

S 16°47’10.6”

W 58°45’52.2”

6-Sep-96

Campo Potrero Lecheria, P. 1

278 47x64 m

S 16°47’10.6”

W 58°45’52.2”

8-Sep-96

San Antonio, Pozo 1

320

S 16°49’52.3”

W 58°40’16.3”

8-Sep-96

San Antonio, Pozo 2

336

S 16°50’30.1”

W 58°40’54.3”

8-Sep-96

Cotoca, Pozo 1

244

S 16°52’45.2“

W 58°41’46.9”

8-Sep-96

Cotoca, Pozo 2

158

S 16°52’02.1“

W 58°41’42.1”

47x57 m

0.4
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Figure 1 - Distribution of sample size classes of surveys in eastern Santa Cruz (EcoRegion No. 22) for
field seasons 1995 and 1996. Classes are (left to right) II: 0.5-1 m, III: 1 - 1.5 m, IV: 1.5-2 m, and V: >
2 m. Not included are ‘Eyes only’ or class I: < 0.5 m. N = 860
Departamento Santa Cruz, Provincia Velasco - Río Paraguá
EcoRegion No. 18
Town of La Florida— The small town of La Florida is on the main road to the larger town of Piso
Firme, on the Río Paraguá. The community consists of only 12 families dedicated to subsistence
farming. The area has a reputation for abundant hunting and was previously a source for caiman hides
during the legal (and certainly illegal) eras. We were offered a jaguar hide and feet the day we arrived.
The town is located on an old arm of the river (bahía) where one month previous a 3 m
Melanosuchus was killed. The local people bathe and wash clothes there and black caiman were seen as
a threat. Local people assured us that caiman hides are not worth anything (neither Caiman or
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Melanosuchus) as there are no buyers. Nobody dedicates their time or resources to active hide hunting
today. Caiman are occasionally hunted for food or fish bait.
19 September 1995 - We began our survey within the bahía, hoping to find Melanosuchus. The
bahía has a lot of emergent cañuela (Hymenachne sp. or Luziola sp.) at one end and appeared to be
good habitat, although the night survey found very low numbers, all appearing to be small Caiman
yacare. They were all in the vegetation or shallows making size estimations difficult. A sample of
lagarto included: 5 (0.5-1 m), 2 (1-1.5 m).
19 September 1995 - We traveled the Río Paraguá upriver during the day, and returned that night.
The Río Paraguá runs off the Brazilian shield and is a clear, black water river with sandy shallows.
The banks are generally low and support a continuous, mature gallery forest. Few homes were found
along the stretch we surveyed. Many old river courses form dead-end bahias that could not be
entered. The thick smoke from the dry season burning and strong waves encountered made the night
work very difficult. . A sample of caiman sighted included the sizes: 4 (0.5 -1 m), 5 (1 - 1.5 m), and
2 (1.5-2 m).
Estancia Caparu—This ranch lies about 50 km SE of La Florida and upstream of El Refugio (see
below). The administrator thought the ranch was about 20,000 ha. Here the rolling pampa has
numerous bajíos that serve as headwaters for the Río Paraguá. During the wet season, there is a fluvial
connection with La Florida for traffic and overland traffic is not possible. Later in the season the waters
recede to the bajíos and water flow is reduced or cut off. The waterways become choked with floating
vegetation and travel is only overland.
10 September 1996 - The Bahía San Roque is one of a series that follow a bajío north towards La
Florida. A stretch of open water exists over 0.5 km long before it is closed off at either end with
Eichornia. We paddled a dugout along the edge of the tarope that impeded our travel. No
specimens were observed less than 0.5 m. The majority of the animals allowed very close approach,
sometimes we touched them on the head with the spotlight! Some animals were in the tarope and
size or species could not be identified. A sample of 65 lagartos sighted during the survey included
the following size classes: 2 (0.5-1 m), 29 (1-1.5 m), 25 (1.5-2 m), and 9 (>2 m). The bahía was also
resurveyed the next night. A sample of 85 lagarto sighted during the survey included the following
size classes: 0 (0.5-1 m), 20 (1- 1.5 m), 53 (1.5-2 m), and 12 (>2 m). Four Melanosuchus were seen,
2 (1-1.5 m), 2 (1.5-2 m) but did not appear to be plentiful.
11 September 1996 - The Bahía Caparu is one in the same series as Bahía San Roque above. The
approachable edge of the wetland had no bank, with a 100 m wide band of rooted, aquatic vegetation
before reaching the small patch of open water. A 200 m stretch of edge was surveyed by walking.
Caiman were seen in the open water but were more numerous in the vegetation which made a
detailed survey impossible. Some neonates were observed as well as individuals up to 2 meters. All
individuals identified (16) were C. yacare. Tarope cover was about 90% and navigation was
impractical.
11 September 1996 - This survey was taken walking a 200 m terraplein which traverses a bajío on
the main entrance road to the estancia. The total area inundated at this time was about 4 ha with only
about 30 % open water. The water was shallow, generally less than 0.5 m, and floating or emergent
vegetation certainly obscured some animals. Some neonates were observed and most of the animals
were less than one meter, but individuals up to 2 meters were also seen. All individuals identified
(22) were C. yacare.
Estancia La Union—This ranch lies about 20 km S of Estancia Caparu (see above), upstream on the
Río Paraguá drainage. This region also has numerous bajíos that serve as headwaters for the Río
Paraguá. During the wet season, a land connection by road south to San Ignacio de Velasco may be
closed. The caños had continuos flow leading to the río Paraguá but later in the season, the water flow
is reduced or cut off . The waterways become choked with vegetation, as above. The administrator
tho8ught the ranch was 40,000 ha).
12 September 1996 - The small Bahía Piedritas looked promising when viewed during the day.
Floating tarope barriers had enclosed a two hectare open water area. A gradually sloping dirt bank
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on one side provided a potential basking area. At our return that night, we were surprised to find
only two animals at the far bank. Perhaps recent terraplen building was responsible for few lagartos.
The eyeshine color indicated Caiman yacare.
12 September 1996 - We paddled a 5 m aluminum skiff in Bahía Venecia for the survey. Mats of
tarope blocked our way both upstream and down. A 30 m stretch of bare earth bank on the east
edge, where we launched, formed one of the few beaches. Tarope and cañuela formed a vegetative
edge of varied width for most of the survey perimeter. We captured four juvenile Melanosuchus
niger at the launch site of 43, 48, 50 and 52 cm. The caiman we saw during the survey were tame
and some allowed very close approach. Twenty of the 34 caiman surveyed were identified and only
one, a class IV animal (1.5 - 2 m), was a Caiman yacare. . The sample of 20 Melanosuchus niger
sighted included the following size classes: 11 (<0.5m), 5 (0.5 -1 m), 2 (1 - 1.5 m), and 1 (1.5-2 m).
We saw no large adults. Sometimes the floating mat was >50m and 14 'Eyes only' were recorded.
Property El Refugio—El Refugio is located up the Río Paraguá from La Florida. This former cattle
ranch was purchased for ecotourism by a conservation-minded investment group. They first removed
all the cattle, and constructed two visitors cabañas.
El Refugio contains a variety of habitats. There are two very different types of open pampa, one
with dense termite mounds and the other without. A forest occurs with both Amazonian and Cerrado
floristic elements. The wildlife on the property is protected and reported to be quite tame. Pampas deer
(Blastocerus dichotomus), Brazilian otter (Pteronura brasiliensis) and maned wolf (Chrysocyon
brachyurys) are endangered species regularly seen.
20 September 1995 - The 50,000 ha property is crossed by approximately 60 km of rivers, the largest
of which is the Río Paraguá. Due to the dense tarope (mostly Eichornia) growth, river travel was
restricted from the main lodge in the center of the property. The first evening we went downstream
as far as we could. The habitat looked very appropriate but we saw few caiman, all believed to be
lagarto. Tarope was present along most of the bank and many lagarto disappeared before size could
be ascertained. A strong Antarctic cold front had moved in, dropping the temperature to 17.5° C. A
sample of lagarto sighted during the survey included the following size classes: 13 (0.5-1 m), 9 (11.5 m), and 4 (1.5-2 m).
21 September 1995 - The following evening we were joined by El Refugio director Ian Phillips and
others, this time in two boats. We resurveyed the above stretch and with added people, we were able
to drag the boats past the constriction and continue on for one km. This ‘Eyes only’ survey was
conducted by Dr. Tim Killeen and Ingrid Fernandez in the lead boat, while RG followed in a second
boat. Counts by the two observers were identical.
22 September 1995 - The next evening, we surveyed upriver. Only 24 Caiman yacare were found in
1.4 km of river that looked very suitable. We soon came to the upriver end to our journey as
Eichornia blocked our path and we captured a 55 cm total length Melanosuchus. Sighting an adult
across the laguna, RG began imitating the juvenile distress call. The adult responded immediately
and swam swiftly toward the dugout. It was a Melanosuchus niger (approx. 2.5 m in length) which
stayed just out of noosing range. In addition, a total of 9 juvenile (50-60 cm TL) black caiman were
seen at this location.
We returned to La Florida the next day, and then continued south to Campamento, stopping at
Toledo. This is within the confines of El Refugio. Unlike the isolated area we had just visited, this site
lies on a well-traveled road. Locals know that wildlife is abundant here and come to hunt and fish.
Traveling east from Toledo one encounters Bahia de Toledo. This is an old course of the Río
Paraguá that still maintains some flow from the main river. We employed a ranchhand to guide our
night survey and used a small dugout to negotiate the shallow bahia. At both the bahia’s entrance and
exit channels we were unable to pass through the narrow shallows and enter the main river course. Wild
fires raged at a close distance and at times the smoke passed over the bahia like a curtain, severely
reducing the visibility to about 50 m and causing respiratory distress. Our route took us in a large oval,
keeping one bank in sight at all times, with the distance from shore dictated by the shallows
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23 September 1995 - We found the Bahía Toledo, even though on private land, to have far fewer
caiman than expected. The conditions looked appropriate for caiman of various size classes. There
were relatively deep areas in the main channel, shallow edges with emergent vegetation, some banks
with fallen trees and some protected beaches for basking.
The animals were quite shy and if on dry land, moved into the water as soon as the light struck them,
even though hundreds of meters away. Many submerged soon after being spotlighted. The bahia is
close to the main road and is fished frequently. The area is perhaps under hunting pressure from La
Florida. All identified caiman were C. yacare. A sample of lagartos sighted included the following
sizes: 3 (0.5-1m), 3 (1-1.5 m), 1 (1.5-2 m), 2 (>2 m).
Town of Piso Firme—We continued north passing through Porvenir and on to Piso Firme where
located a local guide and a skiff. We journeyed upriver about an hour and waited until nightfall. The
river looked much as in La Florida, but with more volume, wider and abundant wildlife. Podocnemis
unifilis were common in the water and some were seen dashing to safety from aborted nesting attempts.
25 September 1995 -The Río Paraguá here, as near La Florida, has many shallow bahias off the main
channel that contained caimans recorded as 'Eyes only' as they could not be approached close enough
to judge size. Several appeared to have only juveniles. A sample of lagartos sighted included the
following: 86 (0.5-1 m), 13 (1 - 1.5 m), 7 (1.5 - 2m).
25 September 1995 - We decided to survey the bahia where the town is located. It was very shallow
and we were not able to approach very close to shore. Most of the caiman were sighted in the edge
vegetation and could not be identified for size or species.
The following day we traveled to Remanso on the Río Itenez. We were referred to a nearby ranch
owner who had claimed large black caiman were found in a big laguna on his property. We spoke to his
foreman and discussed visiting the ranch. It was some distance away, and was currently only accessible
by horse. With only one entrance, property access is controlled and the caiman are said to have
recovered from the prior hunting.
It was mentioned by several people that while the Bolivians respect the caiman hunting ban for the
most part, Brazilians are crossing the river and hunting on the Bolivian side. They sometimes take the
skins but are principally hunting for meat. This blamed on Brazilians, as we hear that Bolivians don’t
eat caiman meat.
26 September 1995 - We returned to Piso Firme and traveled upriver for two hours on the Río
Paraguá and waited until dark. We were surprised to find 9 Paleosuchus trigonatus scattered over
the first km. Four individuals were sitting on the bank and entered the water as we approached, the
others were located under dead branches in the water; all eluded capture. Our guide was well aware
of their difference from Caiman yacare. He mentioned that they were not found close to town. This
survey is for the upper 10 km not traveled last night. A sample of lagarto sighted during the survey
included the following size classes: 68 (0.5-1 m), 17 (1-1.5 m ), 12 (1.5 -2 m), and 2 (>2 m), and the
Paleosuchus sighted were the following size classes: 4 (0.5 -1 m) and 5 (1- 1.5 m). We resurveyed
the lower 10 km for 'Eyes only'. No Paleosuchus or Melanosuchus were positively identified.
Table 2. Summary of surveys in the Río Paraguá basin, EcoRegion No. 18
Date

Locality

No. Measurement

19-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, la Bahía

11 1.1 km

S 14°36’36.5”

W 61°11’35.9”

19-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, start survey

39 6 km

S 14°35’30.9”

W 61°11’26.4”

S 14°36’36.5”

W 61°11’35.9”

Río Paraguá, end survey
10-Sep-96

Bahía San Roque

146 1.5 km

S 14°55’32.5”

W 61°05’38.6”

11-Sep-96

Bahía Caparu

72 200 m

S 14°55’15.6”

W 61°06’13.8”

11-Sep-96

Terraplen Caparuchito

52 200 m

S 14°55’15.6”

W 61°06’13.8”

12-Sep-96

Bahía Piedritas

2

1 lake

S 14°55’32.5”

W 61°05’38.6”

12-Sep-96

Bahía Venecia

34 1 lake

S 15°03’58.7”

W 61°04’04.5”
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Date

Locality

No. Measurement

20-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, abajo–start survey

38 1.4 km

Río Paraguá, abajo–end survey
21-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, abajo–start survey

115 2.4 km

Río Paraguá, abajo–end survey
22-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, arriba–start survey

34 1.4 km

Río Paraguá, arriba–end survey

S 14°4’00.6”

W 61°02’05.8”

S 14°45’37.1”

W 61°02’45.6”

S 14°46’00.6”

W 61°02’05.8”

S 14°45’53.6”

W 61°03’14.0”

S 14°46’00.6”

W 61°02’05.8”

S 14°46’32.1”

W 61°01’50.9”

23-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, Bahía Toledo

29 3 km

S 14°42’37.3”

W 61°07’47.8”

25-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, arriba–start survey

153 10 km

S 13°38’20.5”

W 61°42’35.5”

S 13°37’44.6”

W 61°43’55.1”

25-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, arriba–end survey
Río Paraguá, bahía at town

15 1.5 km

S 13°37’44.6”

W 61°43’55.1”

26-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, arriba–start survey

195 10 km

S 13°38’46.9”

W 61°41’54.5”

S 13°38’22.0”

W 61°42’37.2”

S 13°38’22.0”

W 61°42’37.2”

S 13°37’46.1”

W 61°43’56.7”

Río Paraguá, arriba–end survey
26-Sep-95

Río Paraguá, arriba–start survey

188 10 km

Río Paraguá, arriba–end survey

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Figure 2 - Distribution of size classes from sample surveys in the Río Paraguá basin in north-central
Santa Cruz (EcoRegion No. 18) for field seasons 1995 and 1996. Classes are (l to r) II: 0.5-1 m, III: 1 1.5 m, IV: 1.5-2 m, and V: > 2 m. Not included are ‘Eyes only’ or class I: < 0.5 m. N = 332.
We traveled the new road SW from Piso Firme, finally arriving at Ascención de Guarayos. It was
along this road that the bridges had been burned by the wild fires mentioned in the introduction above.
We could continue only by driving through the dry riverbed. The road would be impassible during the
early 1996 rainy season without the bridges.
Departamento Santa Cruz, Provincia Ñuflo de Chavez - Río San Julian (Río Itonamas basin) EcoRegion No. 23
Estancia San Miguelito—We first met with the ranch owner in Santa Cruz. He has owned the ranch
for 23 years and has prohibited hunting on the property. It has nearly 60,000 hectares in the Río
Itonamas basin and a large part is covered by a partly deciduous forest The Río San Julian is one of
seven named segments of what becomes the Itonamas.
04 October 1995 -The severe dry season this year has dried up some lagoons for the first time for this
owner. He constructed locks on the Río San Julián to control the drainage and retain water during
the dry season. Only short sections were navigable due to Eichornia, and from the new bridge only a
100 m stretch of clear water could be seen. A total of 16 lagarto were seen, a sample included: 3
(0.5-1 m) and 1 (1-1.5 m); the rest are ‘eyes only.’
04 October 1995 - We crossed the river and continued on north towards the Río Sapocó Sur. The
strong rainstorm had passed through and we got both four-wheel drive vehicles hopelessly stuck. We
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continued on about 2 km on foot to the crossing. The river, about 4 m wide, had dried to a series of
pools, without any evident flow. The surface was about 40% covered with Eichornia and the
surrounding low forest reached the banks. RG hiked briefly through a short series of pools but soon
realized that the habitat was severely limited and abandoned the survey. All lagartos were smaller
than 1 m in length.
The next day we went to an area of the Río San Julián, the main river flowing through the estancia.
Surveying on this ranch is very difficult as many sections of these roads were impassable from recent
rains. The rivers were very low and choked with floating vegetation and the lagoons that historically
held caiman were either dried or unreachable.
05 October 1995 - This section of the Río San Julián occurs where the Río Tuná joins it. The
riverbanks had a nearly continuous mat of Eichornia along the edge. The Río Tuná was too low to be
entered and the San Julián was closed with tarope just a short distance upstream of the confluence.
We were unable to approach the caiman closely during the survey but a sample of lagarto seen
included: 7 (0.5-1 m), 6 (1 - 1.5 m), and 8 (1.5 - 2 m).
06 October 1995 - The following day we hiked along the Río San Julián river, moving upstream
from last night’s survey area. We were surprised to see a clear area of river extending out of sight
around the bend. We decided to haul the boat and equipment over the 100 m ‘dam’ of Eichornia and
survey this area in the evening. We then traveled upstream to await nightfall. Wind raised chop on
the river and the caiman sought refuge in the tarope. A sample of caiman seen included the
following: 23 (0.5-1 m), 19 (1-1.5 m), and 16 (1.5-2 m).
Table 3. Summary of surveys in the Río San Julian basin, EcoRegion No. 23
Date

Locality

No. Measurement

4-Oct-95 Río San Julián, near main house

16

100x20 m

S 17°01’37.4”

W 61°51’39.7”

4-Oct-95 Río Sapocó Sur

12

100x4 m

S 17°02’04.4”

W 61°49’2”

5-Oct-95 Río San Julián, Palca de Tuná–start

42

.64 km

S 17°07’19.7”

W 61°45’45.0”

S 17°07’05.3”

W 61°45’23.7”

S 17°07’19.9”

W 61°44’49.8”

S 17°07’07.8”

W 61°45’22.2”

Río San Julián, Palca de Tuná–
6-Oct-95 Río San Julián, Pto del Muerto–start

123 1.4 km

Río San Julián, Muerto–end

Figure 3. Distribution of size classes from sample surveys in the Río San Julián, in the upper Río
Itonamas basin in central Santa Cruz for field seasons 1995. Classes are (left to right) II: 0.5-1 m, III: 1 1.5 m, IV: 1.5-2 m, and V: > 2 m (none seen). Not included are ‘Eyes only’ or class I: < 0.5 m. N = 83.
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The size distribution was unusual with no large animals seen. The sample was very small and
represents only a subset of the population on this large ranch. We anticipated easier access to the
habitats but we had problems with flooded areas blocking our overland passage and tarope blocking the
waterways. We were unable to return for surveys in 1996.
We prepared for our trip to Trinidad, capital of the department of Beni (1995). The road was then
about 25% asphalted but now the all-weather road is now complete and will undoubtedly influence the
rate of change in the Beni. The 400 km trip previously took about 10 hours in the dry season, and up to
24 hours during the rainy season when passable.
DEPARTAMENTO BENI
The Beni Department is covered with a rich mosaic of wetlands: rivers, streams, lakes and other water
bodies. Most of the 213,654 km2 is subject to seasonal flooding and all provinces contain habitat for C.
yacare. This is the traditional center for caiman hunting in the Bolivian lowlands. The landscape is
dominated by large cattle ranches, many having effected little ecological change due to extensive
management. Three Indigenous Territories had been legally declared and all contain caiman habitat. For
many factors the Beni is the logical center for surveys and future program development (see Maps 3 & 5).
Once in Trinidad (pop. 70,000), we met with the head of CDF to introduce our project (1995).
CITES Scientific Coordinator, Dr. Obdulio Menghi, and FWK had met with CDF officials, ranchers and
others in May 1995. A 20-year agreement was made designating ranchers ad honoree Forestry
Wardens, responsible for conservation of flora and fauna on their property. The landholder becomes
steward of the natural resources and assists CDF, which has neither the personnel, equipment, or funds
for active enforcement in the Beni’s 213,564 km2. The incentives for the landowners' cooperation are
for technical assistance from wildlife authorities, possible future commercial hunting, and permission to
develop ecotourism. The caiman conservation project fits very appropriately into the agreement.
We began to arrange visits to cattle ranches and the Isiboro-Sécure Indigenous Territory National
Park (TIPNIS - Territorio Indígena Parque Nacional Isiboro-Sécure). The area of the highest
precipitation in Bolivia lies just south of TIPNIS (4000 mm) and we worried that early rains could affect
the caiman concentrations there.

Map 5. Provinces of the Department of Beni. All provinces have suitable caiman habitat and a high
potential for inclusion in a future sustainable use program.
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By the start of the 1996 field season in the Beni, many administration changes had taken place.
Forestry and wildlife issues are now under Centro Forestal in the Subsecretary of Economic
Development. Wildlife was placed within Natural Resources of the Subsecretary of the Environment
and Sustainable Use, as was done in Santa Cruz. This was done in an effort to be deal with the subjects
at appropriate levels.
Ing. Dante Videz Roca (DVR), survey team member in 1995, was named the first Director of the
Wildlife Unit for the Beni. He was able to accompany the team for most of the 1996 surveys in the Beni
Department. Ing. Videz had previously contacted ranch owners, and scheduled some for re-surveys.
Some ranchers expressed discontent that the government delaying the harvest yet another year. A few
ranchers were first contacted by FWK in 1986. Some felt no assurance from the government and
refused to invest any more money.
Departamento Beni, Provincia Iténez - Río Blanco
EcoRegion No. 4
Estancia Nazaret—In 1995, we flew from El Futuro (see below) eastward to Magdalena and a day later
another short flight eastward brought us to Estancia La Esperanza along Arroyo Orope. We mounted
horses and rode to Estancia Nazaret, a neighboring ranch on the Río Blanco lacking an airstrip. The
area is open pampa with tree islands. We had to cross recently flooded savanna where the water
sometimes reached the horses’ belly. We waited for nightfall to ride back and see areas along the way
25 November 1995 - We approached Laguna El Cambarasal and the pampa became more saturated
and then inundated with 10-30 cm of water. From our access point the big lake that looked largely
devoid of caiman (relatively few eyeshines were seen). As we looked for another access point, we
noticed that there were small caiman scattered across the open pampa. These were all under one
meter and usually were found singly.
25 November 1995 - This bajío was a depression along the route back towards the airstrip where
water and caiman were found.
25 November 1995 - As we approached the bridge over the Arroyo de Chacal, water and caiman
increased in the path, and then decreased shortly after crossing the arroyo. These caiman also all
appeared to be <1.0 meter long and the most in the 0.5 meter range.
25 November 1995 - The Arroyo del Bí (a native fruit tree) had little flooded pampa surrounding the
crossing and no caiman there. The caiman in the arroyo were seen as 'Eyes only' from a bridge.
Impending weather and a soggy airstrip forced us to leave the ranch the next day. All caiman
positively identified were Caiman yacare. Due to the clear water and open pampa, identification
was simple for many animals. The caiman, having no vegetation to hide under, would submerge
under only a few cm of water. Although we saw few adult individuals, the numbers of small caiman
indicates that reproduction is functioning well on the ranch. We felt the property warranted a closer
inspection during the 1996 field season.
We returned the next year for inspection of some of the major water bodies on the ranch. The terrain
was undergoing the sequia and annual drawdown of the water bodies. Water distribution was different
than in 1995, and we had a different set of water bodies to survey. Only Laguna Cambarasal, had water
in 1996. We returned by flying into Estancia La Esperanza and then by horseback to Estancia Nazaret.
We first went to the main building on the Río Blanco and used it as a base.
24 August 1996 - Laguna Puerto Feliz is a large lake, located less than one km due west of the main
buildings, and is nearly surrounded by low forest. Bare, dirt banks bordered most of the lake edge,
and little floating or emergent vegetation was present. We were able to maintain less than 10 m from
shore during most of the census. The nighttime spotlight numbers were low, given the size of the
lake. No large animals were seen and perhaps this lake has been subject to recent poaching. A
sample of 133 lagartos sighted during the survey included the following: 17 (<0.5 m), 44 (0.5-1 m),
31 (1 - 1.5 m), and 41 ‘Eyes only’.
24 August 1996 - Laguna Surubí is a large lake is about 2 km due south of the main buildings. It is
surrounded by low forest with a broad band of open pampa with short grasses around the edge. A 20
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m wide mat of Eichornia bordered the waters edge, most of the caiman were seen there and most
were small. The lake forms a right angle and we walked a survey line of 400 m along one shore of
one arm. At the point where the lake turned east, it proved difficult to survey further, and both
numbers and sizes of caiman were low. No large animals were seen. A sample of 58 lagartos
sighted during the survey included the following size classes: 17 (0.5-1 m), 6 (1 - 1.5 m), and 35
‘Eyes only’.
24 August 1996 - We stopped by this large lake on our way south, located 2.7 km northeast of the
puesto Colina. It is similarly surrounded by low forest with a broad band of bare dirt beach around
the edge. The lake has a more convoluted shoreline than commonly found in the area. Very little
emergent or floating vegetation was present. Ranch owner, Dr. Ali, told us that the mythical ‘jiche’
had been reported here. This anaconda-like beast, reported up to 40 m in length, is believed to be
responsible for maintaining the waterbody. On numerous occasions, campesinos told us that a
relative had “killed a jiche and then the lake dried up.” No one we talked to had ever seen one,
though the creature is widely believed to exist. The campesinos are very frightened it and belief that
one is present in an area might give some measure of protection.
We found no protection value from the jiche here. There was no evidence of a jiche, or a large
population of caiman either. We paddled the perimeter, keeping within 10-20 meters of the shore.
The caiman were rather light shy, and in low numbers which may indicate hunting pressure. Few
large animals were seen and no class V. The guides told us that people frequently come here to fish
and caiman tail is commonly used as bait. A sample of 58 lagartos sighted during the survey
included the following size the following size classes: 10 (<0.5 m), 56 (0.5-1 m), 23 (1 - 1.5 m), 10
(1.5 - 2 m) and 39 'Eyes only'.
24 August 1996 - This large lake is formed in a bajío a few hundred meters northwest of the puesto
Colina. We rode along the northeast shore where canuela emerged near the shoreline for most of the
distance and a narrow band of tarope widened to engulf the shallow northwest end. The laguna is
over 100 m wide at this end and tapers into an impassable bog. The caiman were shy, and in small
size classes which may indicate hunting pressure. Few large animals were seen. A sample of 103
lagartos sighted during the survey included these size classes: 19 (0.5-1 m), 14 (1 - 1.5 m), 3 (1.5 - 2
m), and 67 'Eyes only'.
Estancia La Esperanza—We also conducted surveys at several sites on Estancia La Esperanza, the
bordering ranch directly to the west of Nazaret. The owner, Sr. Hugo Jimenez, is Dr. Ali’s uncle and is
also interested in the program. We began on the arroyo Orope, at this time flow had been cut off and it
had become a laguna.
22 August 1996 - The arroyo forms one border of the ranch. When flowing, water moves northeast
and finally reaches the Río Blanco. The ranch is at the north end of a large laguna several kilometers
long. We surveyed a 2 km stretch in our raft, with a spotlight, maintaining at least 10 -20 m from
shore. Forest bordered the lake edge, sometimes flooded, for nearly the entire portion surveyed. A
few dirt beaches occurred along the shore.
This arroyo is used for transport in times of high water. As the arroyo flow subsides, the large
surrounding bajío collects encompassing runoff and forms a long laguna. Many families live nearby
and it is heavily used for fishing. The arroyo is a widely used, has open access and would not be
suitable for inclusion in a program. The caiman were small and very light shy which may indicate
hunting pressure. Some animals submerged while we were a great distance away. Few large
animals were seen. A sample of 102 lagartos sighted included the following: 24 (< 0.5 m), 11 (0.5-1
m), 4 (1 - 1.5 m), 1 (1.5 - 2 m), and 62 ‘Eyes only.’
22 August 1996 - Tapada is a small laguna which had a 5 – 20m wide Eichornia band around most
of the perimeter. Most of caiman were in this floating vegetation. We were able to paddle the raft
along the edge of vegetation during the survey and identify animals with the spotlight. No caiman of
class IV or V or Melanosuchus were seen. A sample of 111 lagartos sighted during the survey
included: 41 (0.5-1 m), 14 (1-1.5 m) and 56 'Eyes only'.
22 August 1996 - This survey followed a small arroyo that had turned into a long laguneta that
stretched along its bed in open pampa. We began at one terminus on our way toward laguna Vivisca.
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We rode along the southwest bank for an 'Eyes only' count. Many animals were in the class II and
small III size range.
23 August 1996 - The survey of Laguneta Marayaú followed the southern shore of a larger laguneta
also found in open pampa. Emergent vegetation was dominant along this shore and we saw caiman
there. The laguneta varied in width, sometimes over 75 m. The pampa sloped gently in the bajío
forming the laguneta with saturated soil near the edge. We saw many caiman in vegetation on the
inaccessible far side. Our vantage point was not good enough to assign size classes, so we made an
'Eyes only' count. The caiman were numerous.
23 August 1996 - We arrived for this survey prepared to see black caiman. Our guides, and others,
had said they had seen the species here. The lake was surrounded by forest with some flooded forest
areas. A large island was in the central part of the lake. The raft survey started on the southern shore
and moved counter clockwise. Fishing activities had made these animals wary hence the high
number of 'Eyes only'. The caiman were relatively abundant but no Melanosuchus was seen. A
sample of 183 lagartos sighted during the survey included: 13 (< 0.5 m), 62 (0.5-1 m), 33 (1-1.5 m),
6 (1.5-2 m), and 56 ‘Eyes only'.
Date

Locality

No. Measurement

25-Nov-95

Laguna El Cambarasal, start

61

1 km

Laguna El Cambarasal, end
25-Nov-95

Bajío

16

25-Nov-95

Arroyo del Chacal, start

53

.35 km

Arroyo del Chacal, end
8

S 13°09’14.8”

W 63°45’10.6”

S 13°09’18.3”

W 63°45’42.3”

S 13°08’07.3”

W 63°45’28.6”

S 13°08’46.1”

W 63°46’47.5”

S 13°08’44.0”

W 63°46’58.6”

S 13°08’42.1”

W 63°47’21.7”

25-Nov-95

Arroyo del Bí

24-Aug-96

Laguna Puerto Feliz

133 3 km

S 13°08’14.5”

W 63°44’21.8”

24-Aug-96

Laguna Surubí

58

S 13°09’59.2”

W 63°43’27.1”

S 13°10’09.0”

W 63°43’28.6”

400 m

24-Aug-96

Laguna Pampita

138 4 km

S 13°11’10.8”

W 63°44’08.9”

24-Aug-96

Laguna Masaví

103

500 m

S 13°11’30.9”

W 63°45’46.7”

22-Aug-96

Laguna Orope

83

4.2 km

S 13°09’09.3”

W 63°47’56.5”

22-Aug-96

Laguna Tapada

111 1.4 km

S 13°08’29.3”

W 63°47’45.3”

22-Aug-96

Laguna El Pío

71

S 13°08’07.4”

W 63°47’00.0”

S 13°07’40.7”

W 63°47’15.1”

S 13°07’34.5”

W 63°47’06.3”

S 13°07’37.3”

W 63°46’59.3”

S 13°07’06.2”

W 63°46’44.2”

23-Aug-96
23-Aug-96

Laguneta Marayaú
Laguna Vivisca

1.3 km

242 400 m
183 1.5 km

Table 4. Summary of surveys in the Río Blanco basin, EcoRegion 4.
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Figure 4. Distribution of size classes from sample surveys on two ranches in the Río Blanco basin in
NE Beni for field seasons 1995 and 1996. Classes are (left to right) II: 0.5-1 m, III: 1 - 1.5 m, IV: 1.5-2
m, and V: > 2 m (none seen). Not included are ‘Eyes only’ or class I: < 0.5 m. N = 365.
The skewed distribution seen in Figure 4 indicates that severe hunting pressure may have occurred in
the area recently or is still ongoing. We saw a very small number of class IV animals and no class V.
The surveys were restricted in a very small geographical area.
Departamento Beni, Provincia Mamoré - Río Itonamas
EcoRegion 5
Many large ranches occur east of the Río Mamoré in the provincias of Mamoré and Cercado.
Although some are very close to the Mamoré, examination of hydrologic maps shows that most of these
ranches lie within the Río Itonamas basin. The system collects water that moves north where it unites
with the Río Itenez (or Guaporé) along the Brazilian border.
Estancia Miguelito — The main road north from Trinidad, passes San Ramón and turns east
towards Magdalena. Estancia Miguelito (also known as El Futuro) lies about 20 km further east. The
ranch includes about 50,000 ha which has many hectares taken up by lakes and swamps. The owner was
hospitable and interested in the project but he expressed no interest in a future harvest. Perhaps this
could serve as a non-hunted control area.
22 November 1995 - The main ranch map lists Laguna Rosario as comprising 480 ha with a 380 ha
swamp to the west of it. It is a large lake and like many of the lakes in the region, is a rough
rectangle. It measures about 3 km by 1.5 and looked like suitable habitat. Access is hard to control
and the owner has had a longstanding battle against wildlife poachers entering his property. The
caiman were certainly not as numerous as we expected and they were somewhat light shy. The
caiman sighted were of the following: 4(<0.5 m), 3 (0.5-1 m), 8(1-1.5 m), 10 (1.5-2 m), 2 (2-2.5 m),
with 121 ‘Eyes only.’
23 November 1995 - Our intention was to survey Laguna Nicalapo, a much larger and more
protected lake. As we readied the boat a wind came up and it began to rain. The rain and the
increased wave height made it more difficult to spot caiman, and it also altered their behavior. Many
individuals were out of the water and on the banks, seeking shelter from wave action. We joked, as
it seemed some were about to ‘climb’ the trees. Finally, we were forced to abandon our survey
efforts and, due to time constraints, could not return.
The laguna is a rough oval with the long axis E-W that measures about 5 kilometers as
measured from an old ranch map. We entered the lake from a northern canal and stuck close to the
western shore as we began a route counter clockwise around the lakeshore. We traveled south and then
west until we reached the western-most end and had actually rounded that and just began heading
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eastward when we abandoned the survey. The small numbers of caiman seen were unexplainable, as the
habitat seemed suitable. Conditions for the survey were less than ideal but we believe that the number
seen was extremely low.
Estancia La Ceiba—This was our first survey in the Beni in 1995; it is owned by a prominent
tanner. The ranch is located about 150 km northeast of Trinidad, on the road to El Carmen. The dry
season had been severe in this area and the rivers we crossed en route were very low. Some were only
pools with no discernible flow. Very few water bodies remained in the pampas and many ranchers were
forced to water their cattle over long distances. Very few ranches have man-made water holes and even
fewer have a well and pump system. As in Santa Cruz, we talked to people who said this was an
unusually dry year.
7 October 1995 - We first were taken to Caño Chuto. This caño flows for much of the year but, at
the time of our visit, had dried to only a short, shallow section of varying width (approximately 8-20
m). The banks were mostly forested and access was difficult. A small tree island divided the caño
near the midpoint, making survey attempts difficult. Tarope chico (Azolla and Pistia) covered about
60% of the surface. The small leaf size of this plant masks the caiman heads making size estimates
difficult. An additional 10-20% Eichornia cover and limited access sites forced an 'Eyes only'
survey. Thirty-six lagarto less than 0.5 m in length, and 2 larger Caiman yacare about 1 m long
were found in this ‘nursery’ area. The rest of the caño appeared to populated by a large proportion
of medium sized animals. Several lagarto were seen which appeared to be about 2 m long.
18 October 1995 - We were taken to a very large lake, Laguna San Luis. It forms large ‘U’ that is
reportedly 20 km in length, although that varies according to the season. It is said to contain large
black caiman, anacondas, and the mythical ‘jiche’, a giant anaconda (up to 40 m!) which roars,
causes large waves, and leaves a 2 m wide swath in the vegetation as it passes. The legend states
that once the jiche is killed, the laguna dries up.
The reduced water due to the drought caused a wide, barren ‘beach’ perimeter of dried mud. The
shallow conditiions discouraged us from attempting to put our boat in the water. The general aspect did
not look promising for abundant caiman and very few caiman were seen either in or out of the water.
The combination of these factors, plus the fact that various ranchesborder the lake, forced our decision
to abandon this survey. The locality given below is for the access point on Estancia La Ceiba to the
western arm of Lago San Luis.
Estancia Villa Cristina—This is another estancia of the Quaino-Paz family and is very close to the
Estancia La Ceiba. It was also showing signs of severe drought. We were led to a natural pozo, which
is one of the main watering sites for the ranch. We were told it had never dried up and would be
navigable.
18 October 1995 - It was evident that the small, round pozo, Ojo de Agua, was only a remnant,
measuring about 10 m in diameter and perhaps 50-60 cm deep. The shores were densely covered
with Eichornia and Heliconia. Only small Caiman yacare were present (±35 cm), probably
representing a single pod, and no female in attendance was noted, although attempts were made to
call her with hatchling imitations. The night survey was done by spotlighting and the lagartos sighted
during the survey were the same size class: 34 (<0.5 m).
18 October 1995 - A short distance away (1.2 km) we went to a nameless caño that we were assured
would be navigable, and where lagartos would be abundant in ‘cualquier cantidad’ (boundless
quantity). The 100 m caño was covered with Azolla and Pistia and about 30 cm deep. With
difficulty we poled a small dugout through the 2-3 m wide caño, locating 32 small lagarto. All were
the same size as found in Ojo de Agua (±35 cm). No attendant adult was sighted and attempts made
to call her were unsuccessful. The lagartos sighted during the survey were all the same size class: 32
(<0.5 m). These two receding water bodies represented the only water available on the estancia
during our visit. .
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Table 5. Summary of surveys from the central Río Itonamas basin, EcoRegion No. 5
Date

Locality

No.

Measurement

22-Nov-95

Laguna Rosario, start

148

8.5 km

Laguna Rosario, end
23-Nov-95

Laguna Nicalapo, start

30

7 km

Laguna Nicalapo, end
17-Oct-95

Caño Chuto–start

438

.42 km

Caño Chuto–end

S 13°14’22.6”

W 64°28’09.3”

S 13°29’26.3”

W 64°29’11.8”

S 13°13’27.1”

W 64°23’08.1”

S 13°15’57.7”

W 64°23’18.4”

S 14°23’41.9”

W 64°03’12.9”

S 14°23’29.2”

W 64°03’18.0”

S 14°19’22.5”

W 64°03’28.9”

18-Oct-95

Laguna San Luis

15+

18-Oct-95

Ojo de Agua

34

10x10 m

S 14°25’17.4”

W 63°59’16.5”

18-Oct-95

Nameless Caño–start

32

.14 km

S 14°25’45.7”

W 63°58’50.8”

S 14°25’47.7”

W 63°58’46.5”

Nameless Caño–end

Departamento Beni, Provincia Cercado - Río Itonamas
EcoRegion No. 9
Estancia La Havana—This large cattle ranch is bounded on the west by the great Río Mamoré, and
on the east side by the Río Ipurupuro. Most of the ranch lies within the Río Itonamas drainage despite
the proximity to Río Mamoré. The ranch originally was owned by Atilio Quaino, founder of the Moxos
Tannery in Trinidad. He was formerly the main tanner of wildlife hides in the Beni. Thousands of
Melanosuchus niger and Caiman yacare hides passed through his plant during the peak years. Sr.
Quaino also established a small caiman ‘criadero’, or farm, with a future goal of production. No
incentive existed for management as no commerce of hides was permitted.
7 July 1996 - We decided to census the main farm tank, which contains nearly all the caiman. The
adjacent tank contained only 4 caiman, and an open cuneta across the service road had 3 (< 1 m).
We had heard reports of 700-800 caiman in the main tank. In December 1996, DVR made a
spotlight survey and found more than 230 caiman, with 1 black caiman. Seven months later, RG and
thesis student Daysi Molina surveyed the captive caiman. Forty-six yacare caiman were found in the
following size classes: 1 (1-1.5 m), 21 (1.5-2 m), and 24 (2-2.5 m). We saw no small caiman of class
I or II, or any indication of recent nesting. One class IV Melanosuchus niger was also present.
The ranch originally comprised 36,000 ha, now divided among several estancias owned by Quaino
siblings. In 1995, we flew from Trinidad to a northern estancia, La Esperanza, and from there
traveled further north by jeep to La Papaya, La Esmeralda and to Arroyo Masineca. This is an
affluent of the Río Machupo, which in turn flows into the Río Itonamas near its mouth on the Río
Iténez (Guaporé). Due to the dry season, Arroyo Masineca was divided into short sections. Some
sections were completely separated by dry land, while others were connected by narrow rivulets, 2030 cm wide. The sections we observed were generally free of tarope.
These bodies of water often contained a mix of Melanosuchus niger and Caiman yacare. No
individual of black caiman was observed so large that it could be identified solely by size which made
censusing rather difficult. Due to the extreme drought, the shallow shorelines were unapproachable due
to wide, mud barriers. These shallows were frequented by the majority of caiman. By walking the
shoreline at other locations, it was possible to make an accurate count but often difficult to identify the
species.
9 November 1995 - The guides had told us that they had seen some large black caiman out sunning
at Arroyo Masineca. We walked the bank that night and took a census of 55 animals, seeing
approximately 15 large (2 m) caiman, with the rest dispersed in size down to 0.75 m. None appeared
distinctly like Melanosuchus by coloring or size from our vantage point on the shore.
The next day, we searched the lagoon with binoculars and, to our surprise, found that approximately
50% of the animals were black caiman. A nest was located under some low bushes, 3 m from the
edge of the lagoon. It measured 1.3 x 1.4 x .6 m. Opening the nest, we discovered 53 eggs in a
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chamber 45 x 20 cm. The eggs were strongly banded. One egg was opened and the small embryo
was estimated to be 2-3 weeks old. The size of the nest, and number and size of the eggs leave no
doubt that this was a black caiman nest. Attempts to mimic distress calls failed to attract an
attendant adult.
9 November 1995 - This arroyo is surrounded by open pampa, which reaches the banks. There is
some growth of bushes and small trees (<10 m) along parts of the bank but generally it is open and
allows for walking surveys. It also facilitated driving from site to site.
We made a return visit to the Estancia Esmeralda in 1996. The surrounding water bodies were not in
the extreme state seen during the previous dry season. A wet surazo had passed through two weeks
before and rendered much of the pampa impassable by vehicle. This restricted our plans but we
were able to re-survey some areas.
We rode from Esmeralda to the first pozo where we started last year and we walked the same
length of shore. At this point we were 7 km NW of Esmeralda. The sample of the C. yacare we
identified for size were 4 (<0.5 m), 1 (0.5-1 m), 1 (1.5-2 m) and 2 (>2 m).
No new black caiman nest could be seen. One guide had returned last year and said the old nest
had apparently hatched successfully. In 1996, the first section laguna had a very diminished
population compared to 1995. We were able to distinguish 2 (0.5 - 1 m) and 1 (1 - 1.5 m) black
caiman in the lagoon. We did not have the benefit of our powerful spotlight this night, and were not
present during daylight to identify species of the few animals present.
9 July 1996 - We followed the arroyo for a long stretches without breaks, until the water terminated.
The arroyo was quite variable in width, from 10 m with established banks to over 100 m where
shallow bajios widen the course. Due to the less powerful light, we were obliged to be content with
'Eyes only' counts. At the end of the arroyo we found a pod of neonates in the 40 - 50 cm range.
The sample of the Caiman yacare we identified for size were 19 (<0.5 m), 28 (0.5 - 1 m), 20 (1 - 1.5
m), 13 (1.5 - 2 m) and 7 (>2 m) and 96 ‘Eyes only.’ Four black caiman were identified, 2 (1 - 1.5 m)
and 1 (1.5 - 2 m).
9 July 1996 - After leaving the course of Arroyo Masineca, we traveled south toward
Esmeralda. About 1.5 km further we crossed shallow Arroyo Rodeo. We rode east along the south
bank for a brief survey. The caiman seemed fairly numerous for the distance but they were spread
out in the ample habitat. Most of this arroyo dries up later in the dry season. The arroyo was quite
variable in width, from 40 m to over 100 m. Many of the caiman were associated with vegetation for
cover. Due to the less powerful light, again we were obliged to be content with ‘eyes only’ counts.
6 July 1996 - Caño Motacusalito too had undergone an amazing transformation. We were still
able to drive there, the southern terminus was 1.8 km due north of Esmeralda, but much more water
was present. A small mud hole last year had become a slender laguna over 2 km long. We traveled
the banks and counted eyeshine with the spotlight. The density was much lower than in 1995. No
black caiman were identified.
6 July 1996 - We stopped along the shallow Cañada del Corral located near one of the main
corrals. The majority of the animals seen were class II. A pod of six neonates was seen. It appears
to be a shallow bajío marsh that will be gone later in the dry season.
Estancia La Esperanza- This estancia is also part of the previous La Havana-complex under
separate ownership. The main ranch buildings overlook the Río Ipurupuro.
10 November 1995 - We conducted a night spotlight survey at Laguna La Concha, a large natural
lagoon bordered by low forest. A bird rookery is located at one end and is an attraction for the
ranch’s fledgling ecotourism business in the nesting season. The lake is rectangular in shape, about
1.4x0.8 km, oriented in a NE to SW direction.
FWK and Obdulio Menghi visited this site in May 1995 and saw a large (±3 m) black caiman, and
we returned later take a new look. A dugout canoe was used to survey the lagoon but we could not get
within 50 m of the shore. Caiman were not very abundant, but the lagoon contained a wide distribution
of sizes. These were clumped geographically over the lagoon, with some areas with only large animals,
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